Electronic structure of Pt cluster and its surface chemistry
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Abstract

There have been lots of investigations on the Pt surface due to its importance in catalysis. The impact of H₂ pressure on the morphology and electronic properties of Pt nanoparticle surface is of great importance in the catalytic field of hydrogenation, fuel-cell technologies, and water splitting photo-catalytically. In this work, a Pt₁₃ cluster system (O₁₃), which has one Pt atom in the center and coordinated by other twelve Pt atoms, is investigated by using DFT calculation. After computing geometry optimization on the Pt₁₃ cluster [1], two nonequilibrium modifications, e.g. addition or removal of electrons and heat treatment were applied on the cluster, with the aim to simulate the experimental reaction of hydrogen on the Pt cluster surface. The computation results reveal that negative ions of Pt cluster facilitates desorption of hydrogen from the surface in a molecular form, which would be a fuel potentially [2]. The higher temperature is also beneficial to the H₂ desorption. A elementary hydrogen evolution mechanism [3] on the Pt surface can be established as H_{abs} + H_{abs} (or H⁺ + e⁻) + Pt_{abs} → H₂ + Pt. A rate (mol/h) of hydrogen desorption and turnover (mol H₂/ mol Pt) from the system is determined, together with the hydrogen dissociative chemisorption energy. The photoactivities of the catalysts with various sized of clusters are also studied. The results computed in the current work can be compared to the experiment on Thermal Desorption Spectra (TDS) [4].
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